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Apache
The Epic New York Times Bestseller Finalist for the
Pulitzer Prize Finalist for the National Book Critics
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Circle Award
A New
Times Notable
Book Winner
of the Texas Book Award Winner of the Oklahoma
Book Award This stunning historical account of the
forty-year battle between Comanche Indians and
white settlers for control of the American West “is
nothing short of a revelation…will leave dust and
blood on your jeans” (The New York Times Book
Review). Empire of the Summer Moon spans two
astonishing stories. The first traces the rise and fall of
the Comanches, the most powerful Indian tribe in
American history. The second entails one of the most
remarkable narratives ever to come out of the Old
West: the epic saga of the pioneer woman Cynthia
Ann Parker and her mixed-blood son Quanah, who
became the last and greatest chief of the Comanches.
Although readers may be more familiar with the tribal
names Apache and Sioux, it was in fact the legendary
fighting ability of the Comanches that determined
when the American West opened up. Comanche boys
became adept bareback riders by age six; full
Comanche braves were considered the best
horsemen who ever rode. They were so masterful at
war and so skillful with their arrows and lances that
they stopped the northern drive of colonial Spain from
Mexico and halted the French expansion westward
from Louisiana. White settlers arriving in Texas from
the eastern United States were surprised to find the
frontier being rolled backward by Comanches
incensed by the invasion of their tribal lands. The war
with the Comanches lasted four decades, in effect
holding up the development of the new American
nation. Gwynne’s exhilarating account delivers a
sweeping narrative that encompasses Spanish
colonialism, the Civil War, the destruction of the
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amazing story of Cynthia Ann Parker and her son
Quanah—a historical feast for anyone interested in
how the United States came into being. Hailed by
critics, S. C. Gwynne’s account of these events is
meticulously researched, intellectually provocative,
and, above all, thrillingly told. Empire of the Summer
Moon announces him as a major new writer of
American history.

Big Sycamore Stands Alone
A report on one of history's most sobering Native
American massacres documents the April 1871 Camp
Grant attack during which Americans, Mexicans, and
Tohono O'odham Indians murdered dozens of Apache
women and children in their sleep, an event that
generated unprecedented national attention and was
denounced by President Ulysses Grant. 25,000 first
printing.

American Nomads
On November 29, 1864, over 150 Native Americans,
mostly women, children, and elderly, were
slaughtered in one of the most infamous cases of
state-sponsored violence in U.S. history. Kelman
examines how generations of Americans have
struggled with the question of whether the nation’s
crimes, as well as its achievements, should be
memorialized.

Violence over the Land
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Winner of the Caughey Western History Prize Winner
of the Robert G. Athearn Award Winner of the
Lawrence W. Levine Award Winner of the TCU Texas
Book Award Winner of the NACCS Tejas Foco
Nonfiction Book Award Winner of the María Elena
Martínez Prize Frederick Jackson Turner Award Finalist
“A page-turnerHauntingBravely and convincingly
urges us to think differently about Texas’s past.”
—Texas Monthly Between 1910 and 1920, selfappointed protectors of the Texas–Mexico
border—including members of the famed Texas
Rangers—murdered hundreds of ethnic Mexicans
living in Texas, many of whom were American
citizens. Operating in remote rural areas, officers and
vigilantes knew they could hang, shoot, burn, and
beat victims to death without scrutiny. A culture of
impunity prevailed. The abuses were so pervasive
that in 1919 the Texas legislature investigated the
charges and uncovered a clear pattern of state crime.
Records of the proceedings were soon filed away as
the Ranger myth flourished. A groundbreaking work of
historical reconstruction, The Injustice Never Leaves
You has upended Texas’s sense of its own history. A
timely reminder of the dark side of American justice,
it is a riveting story of race, power, and prejudice on
the border. “It’s an apt moment for this book’s hard
lessonsto go mainstream.” —Texas Observer “A
reminder that government brutality on the border is
nothing new.” —Los Angeles Review of Books

Killing for Coal
Crimes against Nature reveals the hidden history
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Adirondacks, Yellowstone, and the Grand Canyon.
Focusing on conservation's impact on local
inhabitants, Karl Jacoby traces the effect of
criminalizing such traditional practices as hunting,
fishing, foraging, and timber cutting in the newly
created parks. Jacoby reassesses the nature of these
"crimes" and provides a rich portrait of rural people
and their relationship with the natural world in the
late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.

Apaches
CHAPTER I.Three invalids.-Sufferings of George and
Harris.-A victim to one hundredand seven fatal
maladies.-Useful prescriptions.-Cure for liver
complaintin children.-We agree that we are
overworked, and need rest.-A week onthe rolling
deep?-George suggests the River.-Montmorency
lodges anobjection.-Original motion carried by
majority of three to one.There were four of us-George,
and William Samuel Harris, and myself,
andMontmorency. We were sitting in my room,
smoking, and talking about howbad we were-bad from
a medical point of view I mean, of course.We were all
feeling seedy, and we were getting quite nervous
about it.Harris said he felt such extraordinary fits of
giddiness come over him attimes, that he hardly knew
what he was doing; and then George said that_he_
had fits of giddiness too, and hardly knew what _he_
was doing.With me, it was my liver that was out of
order. I knew it was my liverthat was out of order,
because I had just been reading a patentliver-pill
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by whicha man could tell when his liver was out of
order. I had them all.It is a most extraordinary thing,
but I never read a patent medicineadvertisement
without being impelled to the conclusion that I
amsuffering from the particular disease therein dealt
with in its mostvirulent form. The diagnosis seems in
every case to correspond exactlywith all the
sensations that I have ever felt.[Picture: Man reading
book] I remember going to the British Museum
oneday to read up the treatment for some slight
ailment of which I had atouch-hay fever, I fancy it
was. I got down the book, and read all Icame to read;
and then, in an unthinking moment, I idly turned
theleaves, and began to indolently study diseases,
generally. I forgetwhich was the first distemper I
plunged into-some fearful, devastatingscourge, I knowand, before I had glanced half down the list
of"premonitory symptoms," it was borne in upon me
that I had fairly got it.I sat for awhile, frozen with
horror; and then, in the listlessness ofdespair, I again
turned over the pages. I came to typhoid fever-read
thesymptoms-discovered that I had typhoid fever,
must have had it for monthswithout knowing itwondered what else I had got; turned up St.
Vitus'sDance-found, as I expected, that I had that too,
-began to get interestedin my case, and determined
to sift it to the bottom, and so startedalphabeticallyread up ague, and learnt that I was sickening for it,
andthat the acute stage would commence in about
another fortnight. Bright'sdisease, I was relieved to
find, I had only in a modified form, and, sofar as that
was concerned, I might live for years. Cholera I had,
withsevere complications; and diphtheria I seemed to
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Iplodded conscientiously
through the twenty-six letters, and the onlymalady I
could conclude I had not got was housemaid's knee.I
felt rather hurt about this at first; it seemed somehow
to be a sort ofslight. Why hadn't I got housemaid's
knee? Why this invidiousreservation? After a while,
however, less grasping feelings prevailed.I reflected
that I had every other known malady in the
pharmacology, andI grew less selfish, and determined
to do without housemaid's knee.Gout, in its most
malignant stage, it would appear, had seized me
withoutmy being aware of it; and zymosis I had
evidently been suffering withfrom boyhood. There
were no more diseases after zymosis, so I
concludedthere was nothing else the matter with me.I
sat and pondered. I thought what an interesting case I
must be from amedical point of view, what an
acquisition I should be to a class!Students would have
no need to "walk the hospitals," if they had me. Iwas
a hospital in myself. All they need do would be to walk
round me, and, after that, take their diploma.

Plundered Skulls and Stolen Spirits
After the end of the U.S.-Mexican War in 1848, the
Southwest Borderlands remained hotly contested
territory. Over following decades, the United States
government exerted control in the Southwest by
containing, destroying, segregating, and deporting
indigenous peoples—in essence conducting an
extended military campaign that culminated with the
capture of Geronimo and the forced removal of the
Chiricahua Apaches in 1886. In this book, Janne Lahti
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that shaped them. Wars for Empire offers a new
perspective on the conduct, duration, intensity, and
ultimate outcome of one of America's longest wars.
Centuries of conflict with Spain and Mexico had honed
Apache war-making abilities and encouraged a
culture based in part on warrior values, from physical
prowess and specialized skills to a shared belief in
individual effort. In contrast, U.S. military forces
lacked sufficient training and had little public support.
The splintered, protracted, and ferocious warfare
exposed the limitations of the U.S. military and of
federal Indian policies, challenging narratives of
American supremacy in the West. Lahti maps the
ways in which these weaknesses undermined the U.S.
advance. He also stresses how various Apache groups
reacted differently to the U.S. invasion. Ultimately,
new technologies, the expansion of Euro-American
settlements, and decades of war and deception ended
armed Apache resistance. By comparing competing
martial cultures and examining violence in the
Southwest, Wars for Empire provides a new
understanding of critical decades of American
imperial expansion and a moment in the history of
settler colonialism with worldwide significance.

Apache Adaptation to Hispanic Rule
Told by a colonial governor, a Creek military leader,
Native Americans, and British colonists, each account
of Acorn Whistler’s execution for killing five
Cherokees speaks to the collision of European and
Indian cultures, the struggle to preserve traditional
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The Four Deaths of Acorn Whistler
Borderlands violence, so explosive in our time, has
deep roots in history. Lance R. Blyth’s study of
Chiricahua Apaches and the presidio of Janos in the
U.S.-Mexican borderlands reveals how no single entity
had a monopoly on coercion, and how violence
became the primary means by which relations were
established, maintained, or altered both within and
between communities, to include the SpanishMexican settlement of Janos in Nueva Vizcaya,
present-day Chihuahua, and the Chiricahua Apaches.
For more than two centuries violence was at the
center of the relationships by which Janos and
Chiricahua formed their communities. Violence
created families by turning boys into men through
campaigns and raids, which ultimately led to marriage
and also determined the provisioning and security of
these families, with acts of revenge and retaliation
governing their attempts to secure themselves even
as trade and exchange continued sporadically. This
revisionist work reveals how during the Spanish,
Mexican, and American eras both conflict and
accommodation constituted these two communities
that previous historians have often treated as
separate and antagonistic. By showing not only the
negative aspects of violence but also its potentially
positive outcomes, Chiricahua and Janos helps us to
understand violence not only in the southwestern
borderlands but in borderland regions generally
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Shadows at Dawn
A masterful reconstruction of one of the worst Indian
massacres in American history In April 1871, a group
of Americans, Mexicans, and Tohono O?odham
Indians surrounded an Apache village at dawn and
murdered nearly 150 men, women, and children in
their sleep. In the past century the attack, which
came to be known as the Camp Grant Massacre, has
largely faded from memory. Now, drawing on oral
histories, contemporary newspaper reports, and the
participants? own accounts, prize-winning author Karl
Jacoby brings this perplexing incident and tumultuous
era to life to paint a sweeping panorama of the
American Southwest?a world far more complex,
diverse, and morally ambiguous than the traditional
portrayals of the Old West.

Civil War in the Southwest Borderlands,
1861–1867
“A truly amazing portrayal of the technical, the
emotional, and the courageous. Macy puts the reader
in the cockpit of our most lethal attack platform.”
—Dick Couch, New York Times–bestselling author
Apache is the incredible true story of Ed Macy, a
decorated Apache helicopter pilot, that takes you
inside one of the world’s most dangerous war
machines. A firsthand account of the exhilaration and
ferocity of war, Apache chronicles a rescue mission
involving a stranded soldier in Afghanistan in 2007.
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a career in the army,
so when the British Army Air Corps launched its attack
helicopter program, Macy bent every rule in the book
to make sure he was the first to sign up to fly the
Apache—the deadliest, most technically advanced
helicopter in the world and the toughest to fly. In
2007, Macy’s Apache squadron was dispatched to
Afghanistan’s notorious Helmand Province with the
mission to fight alongside and protect the men on the
ground by any means necessary. When a marine goes
missing in action, Macy and his team know they are
the Army’s only hope of bringing him back alive.
Apache is Macy’s story—an adrenalin-fueled account
of one of the most daring actions of modern wartime,
and a tale of courage, danger, and comradeship you
won’t be able to put down. “A fantastic, totally
exhilarating roller-coaster read.” —Sgt. Maj. Dan Mills,
author of Sniper One

Western Apache Raiding and Warfare
Line in the Sand details the dramatic transformation
of the western U.S.-Mexico border from its creation at
the end of the Mexican-American War in 1848 to the
emergence of the modern boundary line in the first
decades of the twentieth century. In this sweeping
narrative, Rachel St. John explores how this boundary
changed from a mere line on a map to a clearly
marked and heavily regulated divide between the
United States and Mexico. Focusing on the desert
border to the west of the Rio Grande, this book
explains the origins of the modern border and places
the line at the center of a transnational history of
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nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Moving
across local, regional, and national scales, St. John
shows how government officials, Native American
raiders, ranchers, railroad builders, miners, investors,
immigrants, and smugglers contributed to the rise of
state power on the border and developed strategies
to navigate the increasingly regulated landscape.
Over the border's history, the U.S. and Mexican states
gradually developed an expanding array of official
laws, ad hoc arrangements, government agents, and
physical barriers that did not close the line, but made
it a flexible barrier that restricted the movement of
some people, goods, and animals without impeding
others. By the 1930s, their efforts had created the
foundations of the modern border control apparatus.
Drawing on extensive research in U.S. and Mexican
archives, Line in the Sand weaves together a
transnational history of how an undistinguished strip
of land became the significant and symbolic space of
state power and national definition that we know
today.

Apache Odyssey
Still the least-understood theater of the Civil War, the
Southwest Borderlands saw not only Union and
Confederate forces clashing but Indians, Hispanos,
and Anglos struggling for survival, power, and
dominance on both sides of the U.S.-Mexico border.
While other scholars have examined individual
battles, Andrew E. Masich is the first to analyze these
conflicts as interconnected civil wars. Based on
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records and a wealth of other sources, this book is
both a close-up history of the Civil War in the region
and an examination of the war-making traditions of its
diverse peoples. Along the border, Masich argues, the
Civil War played out as a collision between three
warrior cultures. Indians, Hispanos, and Anglos
brought their own weapons and tactics to the
struggle, but they also shared many traditions. Before
the war, the three groups engaged one another in
cycles of raid and reprisal involving the taking of
livestock and human captives, reflecting a peculiar
mixture of conflict and interdependence. When U.S.
regular troops were withdrawn in 1861 to fight in the
East, the resulting power vacuum led to
unprecedented violence in the West. Indians fought
Indians, Hispanos battled Hispanos, and Anglos vied
for control of the Southwest, while each group sought
allies in conflicts related only indirectly to the
secession crisis. When Union and Confederate forces
invaded the Southwest, Anglo soldiers, Hispanos, and
sedentary Indian tribes forged alliances that allowed
them to collectively wage a relentless war on
Apaches, Comanches, and Navajos. Mexico’s civil war
and European intervention served only to enlarge the
conflict in the borderlands. When the fighting
subsided, a new power hierarchy had emerged and
relations between the region’s inhabitants, and their
nations, forever changed. Masich’s perspective on
borderlands history offers a single, cohesive
framework for understanding this power shift while
demonstrating the importance of transnational and
multicultural views of the American Civil War and the
Southwest Borderlands.
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In the early 1830s, after decades of relative peace,
northern Mexicans and the Indians whom they called
"the barbarians" descended into a terrifying cycle of
violence. For the next fifteen years, owing in part to
changes unleashed by American expansion, Indian
warriors launched devastating attacks across ten
Mexican states. Raids and counter-raids claimed
thousands of lives, ruined much of northern Mexico's
economy, depopulated its countryside, and left manmade "deserts" in place of thriving settlements. Just
as important, this vast interethnic war informed and
emboldened U.S. arguments in favor of seizing
Mexican territory while leaving northern Mexicans too
divided, exhausted, and distracted to resist the
American invasion and subsequent occupation.
Exploring Mexican, American, and Indian sources
ranging from diplomatic correspondence and
congressional debates to captivity narratives and
plains Indians' pictorial calendars, "War of a Thousand
Deserts" recovers the surprising and previously
unrecognized ways in which economic, cultural, and
political developments within native communities
affected nineteenth-century nation-states. In the
process this ambitious book offers a rich and often
harrowing new narrative of the era when the United
States seized half of Mexico's national territory.

Chained in Silence
In 1933, famed anthropologist Morris Opler met a
Mescalero Apache he called Chris and worked with
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him to record
the Of
man's
life story,
from the bloody
Apache Wars into the reservation years of the midtwentieth century. Chris's vivid recollections are
enriched at strategic moments with crucial
background information on Apache history and
culture, supplied by Opler. Chris was born around
1880, the son of a Chiricahua man and a Mescalero
woman. At the age of six, he and his family and other
Chiricahua Apaches became prisoners of war and
were relocated by the U.S. government to Florida and
Alabama. Eventually settling on the Mescalero Apache
reservation in New Mexico, Chris grew up expecting to
become a shaman like his parents. Although Chris
apprenticed as a shaman, his confidence in his
healing ability waned after he was forced at the age
of seventeen to attend federal government schools.
Nonetheless, his interest in Mescalero religion,
healing, and other traditional customs and beliefs
remained, and that intimate knowledge of his
people's world underscores and deepens the story of
his own life.

Chiricahua and Janos
The year is 1872. The place, the Apache nations, a
region torn apart by decades of war. The people, like
Goyahkla, lose his family and everything he loves.
After having a vision, the young Goyahkla approaches
the Apache leader Cochise, and the entire Apache
nation, to lead an attack against the Mexican village
of Azripe. It is this wild display of courage that
transforms the young brave Goyakhla into the Native
American hero Geronimo. But the war wages on. As
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desperately cling on to their land and culture, they
would utter, "Indeh," or "the dead." When it looks like
lasting peace has been reached, it seems like the war
is over. Or is it? Indeh captures the deeply rich
narrative of two nations at war-as told through the
eyes of Naiches and Geronimo-who then try to find
peace and forgiveness. Indeh not only paints a picture
of some of the most magnificent characters in the
history of our country, but it also reveals the spiritual
and emotional cost of the Apache Wars. Based on
exhaustive research, Indeh offers a remarkable
glimpse into the raw themes of cultural differences,
the horrors of war, the search for peace, and,
ultimately, retribution. The Apache left an indelible
mark on our perceptions about the American West,
and Indeh shows us why.

Fordlandia
Winner of the Ray Allen Billington Prize and the Phillis
Wheatley Book Award "An American 'Odyssey,' the
larger-than-life story of a man who travels far in the
wake of war and gets by on his adaptability and gift
for gab." —Wall Street Journal A black child born on
the US-Mexico border in the twilight of slavery,
William Ellis inhabited a world divided along
ambiguous racial lines. Adopting the name Guillermo
Eliseo, he passed as Mexican, transcending racial
lines to become fabulously wealthy as a Wall Street
banker, diplomat, and owner of scores of mines and
haciendas south of the border. In The Strange Career
of William Ellis, prize-winning historian Karl Jacoby
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offering fresh insights on the history of the
Reconstruction era, the US-Mexico border, and the
abiding riddle of race in America.

The Injustice Never Leaves You
Mention “ethnic cleansing” and most Americans are
likely to think of “sectarian” or “tribal” conflict in
some far-off locale plagued by unstable or corrupt
government. According to historian Gary Clayton
Anderson, however, the United States has its own
legacy of ethnic cleansing, and it involves American
Indians. In Ethnic Cleansing and the Indian, Anderson
uses ethnic cleansing as an analytical tool to
challenge the alluring idea that Anglo-American
colonialism in the New World constituted genocide.
Beginning with the era of European conquest,
Anderson employs definitions of ethnic cleansing
developed by the United Nations and the International
Criminal Court to reassess key moments in the AngloAmerican dispossession of American Indians. EuroAmericans’ extensive use of violence against Native
peoples is well documented. Yet Anderson argues that
the inevitable goal of colonialism and U.S. Indian
policy was not to exterminate a population, but to
obtain land and resources from the Native peoples
recognized as having legitimate possession. The
clashes between Indians, settlers, and colonial and
U.S. governments, and subsequent dispossession and
forcible migration of Natives, fit the modern definition
of ethnic cleansing. To support the case for ethnic
cleansing over genocide, Anderson begins with
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to push
Native peoples to
the margin of settlement, a violent project restrained
by the Enlightenment belief that all humans possess a
“natural right” to life. Ethnic cleansing comes into
greater analytical focus as Anderson engages every
major period of British and U.S. Indian policy,
especially armed conflict on the American frontier
where government soldiers and citizen militias alike
committed acts that would be considered war crimes
today. Drawing on a lifetime of research and thought
about U.S.-Indian relations, Anderson analyzes the
Jacksonian “Removal” policy, the gold rush in
California, the dispossession of Oregon Natives,
boarding schools and other “benevolent” forms of
ethnic cleansing, and land allotment. Although not
amounting to genocide, ethnic cleansing nevertheless
encompassed a host of actions that would be deemed
criminal today, all of which had long-lasting
consequences for Native peoples.

War of a Thousand Deserts
In a richly textured travelogue, a British journalist
recounts his fifteen-year odyssey throughout the
United States, examining the myths and realities of
the wandering life as he recalls his encounters with
America's nomads and traces the history of
wanderers--cowboys, explorers, frontiersmen,
trappers, and Native American warriors--in the New
World. Reprint.

Empire of the Summer Moon
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Arizona encompassing Aravaipa Canyon as their
sacred homeland. This book examines the evolving
relationship between this people and this place,
illustrating the enduring power of Aravaipa to shape
and sustain contemporary Apache society. Big
Sycamore Stands Alone: The Western Apaches,
Aravaipa, and the Struggle for Place articulates
Aravaipa’s cultural legacy as seen through the eyes of
some of its descendants, bringing Apache voices,
knowledge, and perspectives to the fore. Focusing on
the Camp Grant Massacre as its narrative
centerpiece, Ian Record employs a unique approach
that reflects how the Apaches conceptualize their
history and identity, interweaving four distinct
narrative threads: contemporary oral histories of
individuals from the San Carlos reservation, historic
documentation of Apache relationships to Aravaipa
following the reservation’s establishment,
descriptions of pre-reservation subsistence practices,
and a history of early Apache struggles to maintain
their connection with Aravaipa in the face of hostility
from outsiders. In addition, Record has mined the
research notes of Grenville Goodwin to document
important elements of Apache economic, political,
and social organization in pre-reservation times. A
landmark ethnohistory, Big Sycamore Stands Alone
documents a story that goes far beyond Cochise,
Geronimo, and the Chiricahuas. Record’s work is a
trailblazing synthesis of historical and anthropological
materials that lends new insight into the relationship
between people and place.
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Indeh
In 1868, the state of Georgia began to make its
rapidly growing population of prisoners available for
hire. The resulting convict leasing system ensnared
not only men but also African American women, who
were forced to labor in camps and factories to make
profits for private investors. In this vivid work of
history, Talitha L. LeFlouria draws from a rich array of
primary sources to piece together the stories of these
women, recounting what they endured in Georgia's
prison system and what their labor accomplished.
LeFlouria argues that African American women's
presence within the convict lease and chain-gang
systems of Georgia helped to modernize the South by
creating a new and dynamic set of skills for black
women. At the same time, female inmates struggled
to resist physical and sexual exploitation and to
preserve their human dignity within a hostile climate
of terror. This revealing history redefines the social
context of black women's lives and labor in the New
South and allows their stories to be told for the first
time.

Shadows at Dawn
Journalist Walls grew up with parents whose ideals
and stubborn nonconformity were their curse and
their salvation. Rex and Rose Mary and their four
children lived like nomads, moving among Southwest
desert towns, camping in the mountains. Rex was a
charismatic, brilliant man who, when sober, captured
his children's imagination, teaching them how to
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life fearlessly.
Rose Mary
painted and wrote
and couldn't stand the responsibility of providing for
her family. When the money ran out, the Walls
retreated to the dismal West Virginia mining town Rex
had tried to escape. As the dysfunction escalated, the
children had to fend for themselves, supporting one
another as they found the resources and will to leave
home. Yet Walls describes her parents with deep
affection in this tale of unconditional love in a family
that, despite its profound flaws, gave her the fiery
determination to carve out a successful life. -- From
publisher description.

Hispanic Arizona, 1536-1856
Collectors Edition! Highly Recommended! Rare
Burroughs Western adventure! Enjoy!

The Legacy of Conquest: The Unbroken
Past of the American West
Presents a history of the American Southwest from
the perspective of the Spanish and Mexicans rather
than the Anglos

The Strange Career of William Ellis: The
Texas Slave Who Became a Mexican
Millionaire
"Limerick is one of the most engaging historians
writing today." --Richard White The "settling" of the
American West has been perceived throughout the
world as a series of quaint, violent, and romantic
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Patricia Nelson
argues, the West has a history grounded primarily in
economic reality; in hardheaded questions of profit,
loss, competition, and consolidation. Here she
interprets the stories and the characters in a new
way: the trappers, traders, Indians, farmers, oilmen,
cowboys, and sheriffs of the Old West "meant
business" in more ways than one, and their
descendents mean business today.

Wars for Empire
Part geographical location, part time period, and part
state of mind, the American West is a concept often
invoked but rarely defined. Though popular culture
has carved out a short and specific time and place for
the region, author and longtime Californian Stephen
Aron tracks "the West" from the building of the
Cahokia Mounds around 900 AD to the post-World
War II migration to California. His Very Short
Introduction stretches the chronology, enlarges the
geography, and varies the casting, providing a history
of the American West that is longer, larger, and more
complicated than popular culture has previously
suggested. It is a history of how portions of North
America became Wests, how parts of these became
American, and how ultimately American Wests
became the American West. Aron begins by
describing the expansion of Indian North America in
the centuries before and during its early encounters
with Europeans. He then explores the origins of
American westward expansion from the Seven Years'
War to the 1830s, focusing on the western frontier at
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Mountains and the Mississippi River. He traces the
narrative - temporally and geographically - through
the discovery of gold in California in the midnineteenth century and the subsequent rush to the
Pacific Slope. He shows how the passage of the
Newlands Reclamation Act in 1902 brought an
unprecedented level of federal control to the region,
linking the West more closely to the rest of the United
States, and how World War II brought a new rush of
population (particularly to California), further raising
the federal government's profile in the region and
heightening the connections between the West and
the wider world. Authoritative, lucid, and ranging
widely over issues of environment, people, and
identity, this is the American West stripped of its
myths. The complex convergence of peoples, polities,
and cultures that has decisively shaped the history of
the American West serves as the key interpretive
thread through this Very Short Introduction. ABOUT
THE SERIES: The Very Short Introductions series from
Oxford University Press contains hundreds of titles in
almost every subject area. These pocket-sized books
are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject
quickly. Our expert authors combine facts, analysis,
perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to make
interesting and challenging topics highly readable.

Reinventing Free Labor
"Blackhawk, a Western Shoshone himself, does not
portray the natives as victims. Instead, he
demonstrates that their perseverance and ability to
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centuries allowed them to help shape the world
around them This is one of the finest studies available
on native peoples of the ggreat basin region." John
Burch, Library Journal, from the bookjacket.

Crimes Against Nature
Is shamanism all that different from modern
witchcraft? According to Christopher Penczak, Wicca's
roots go back 20,000 years to the Stone Age
shamanic traditions of tribal cultures worldwide. A
fascinating exploration of the Craft's shamanic
origins, The Temple of Shamanic Witchcraft offers
year-and-a-day training in shamanic witchcraft.
Penczak's third volume of witchcraft teachings
corresponds to the water element - guiding the reader
into this realm of emotion, reflection, and healing. The
twelve formal lessons cover shamanic cosmologies,
journeying, dreamwork, animal/plant/stone medicine,
totems, soul retrieval, and psychic surgery. Each
lesson includes exercises (using modern techniques
and materials), assignments, and helpful tips. The
training ends with a ritual for self-initiation into the art
of the shamanic witch - culminating in an act of
healing, rebirth, and transformation. COVR Award
Winner

Line in the Sand
This book reinterprets Southwestern history before
the US-Mexican War through a case study of the
poorly understood Apaches de paz and their
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The Temple of Shamanic Witchcraft
Documents the April 1871 Camp Grant attack during
which Americans, Mexicans, and Tohono O'odham
Indians murdered dozens of Apache women and
children in their sleep, an event that generated
unprecedented national attention.

The Glass Castle
The American West
Apaches: A History and Culture Portrait, James L.
Haley's dramatic saga of the Apaches' doomed
guerrilla war against the whites, was a radical
departure from the method followed by previous
histories of white-native conflict. Arguing that "you
cannot understand the history unless you understand
the culture, " Haley first discusses the "life-way" of
the Apaches - their mythology and folklore (including
the famous Coyote series), religious customs,
everyday life, and social mores. Haley then explores
the tumultuous decades of trade and treaty and of
betrayal and bloodshed that preceded the Apaches'
final military defeat in 1886. He emphasizes figures
who played a decisive role in the conflict; Mangas
Coloradas, Cochise, and Geronimo on the one hand,
and Royal Whitman, George Crook, and John Clum on
the other. With a new preface that places the book in
the context of contemporary scholarship, Apaches is a
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Shadows at Dawn
This is a remarkable series of personal narrations
from Western Apaches before and just after the
various agencies and sub-agencies were established.
It also includes extensive commentary on weapons
and traditions, with Apache words and phrases
translated and complete annotation.

Ethnic Cleansing and the Indian
The stunning, never before told story of the quixotic
attempt to recreate small-town America in the heart
of the Amazon In 1927, Henry Ford, the richest man in
the world, bought a tract of land twice the size of
Delaware in the Brazilian Amazon. His intention was
to grow rubber, but the project rapidly evolved into a
more ambitious bid to export America itself, along
with its golf courses, ice-cream shops, bandstands,
indoor plumbing, and Model Ts rolling down broad
streets. Fordlandia, as the settlement was called,
quickly became the site of an epic clash. On one side
was the car magnate, lean, austere, the man who
reduced industrial production to its simplest motions;
on the other, the Amazon, lush, extravagant, the most
complex ecological system on the planet. Ford's early
success in imposing time clocks and square dances
on the jungle soon collapsed, as indigenous workers,
rejecting his midwestern Puritanism, turned the place
into a ribald tropical boomtown. Fordlandia's eventual
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practices that today are laying waste to the rain
forest. More than a parable of one man's arrogant
attempt to force his will on the natural world,
Fordlandia depicts a desperate quest to salvage the
bygone America that the Ford factory system did
much to dispatch. As Greg Grandin shows in this
gripping and mordantly observed history, Ford's great
delusion was not that the Amazon could be tamed but
that the forces of capitalism, once released, might yet
be contained. Fordlandia is a 2009 National Book
Award Finalist for Nonfiction.

Apache Devil (阿帕契鬼魅)
On April 30, 1871, an unlikely group of AngloAmericans, Mexican Americans, and Tohono O’odham
Indians massacred more than a hundred Apache men,
women, and children who had surrendered to the U.S.
Army at Camp Grant, near Tucson, Arizona. Thirty or
more Apache children were stolen and either kept in
Tucson homes or sold into slavery in Mexico. Planned
and perpetrated by some of the most prominent men
in Arizona’s territorial era, this organized slaughter
has become a kind of “phantom history” lurking
beneath the Southwest’s official history, strangely
present and absent at the same time. Seeking to
uncover the mislaid past, this powerful book begins
by listening to those voices in the historical record
that have long been silenced and disregarded.
Massacre at Camp Grant fashions a multivocal
narrative, interweaving the documentary record,
Apache narratives, historical texts, and ethnographic
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Thus drawing from a range of sources, it
demonstrates the ways in which painful histories
continue to live on in the collective memories of the
communities in which they occurred. Chip ColwellChanthaphonh begins with the premise that every
account of the past is suffused with cultural,
historical, and political characteristics. By paying
attention to all of these aspects of a contested event,
he provides a nuanced interpretation of the cultural
forces behind the massacre, illuminates how history
becomes an instrument of politics, and contemplates
why we must study events we might prefer to forget.

Three Men in a Boat
In the fifteen years prior to the American Civil War,
the U.S. Army established a presence in southern New
Mexico, the homeland of Mescalero, Mimbres, and
Mogollon bands of the Apache Indians. From the
army’s perspective, the Apaches presented an
obstacle to be overcome in making the region—newly
acquired in the Mexican-American War—safe for
Anglo settlers. In Dragoons in Apacheland, William S.
Kiser recounts the conflicts that ensued and examines
how both Apache warriors and American troops
shaped the future of the Southwest Borderlands. Kiser
narrates two distinct contests. The Apaches were
defending their territory against the encroachment of
soldiers and settlers. At the same time, the AngloAmericans maneuvered against one another in a
competition for political and economic power and for
Apache territory. Cross-cultural misunderstandings,
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Indian racism, troublemakers among both Apaches
and settlers, irresponsible army officers and troops,
corrupt American and Mexican traders, and policy
disagreements among government officials all
contributed to the ongoing hostilities. Kiser examines
the behaviors and motivations of individuals involved
in all aspects of these local, regional, and national
disputes. Kiser is one of only a few historians to deal
with this crucial period in Indian-white relations in the
Southwest—and the first to detail the experiences of
the First and Second United States Dragoons, elite
mounted troops better equipped and trained than
infantry to confront Apache guerrilla warriors more
accustomed to the southwestern environment. Often
led by the Gila leader Mangas Coloradas, the Apaches
fought desperately to protect their lands and way of
life. The Americans, Kiser shows, used unauthorized
tactics of total warfare, encouraging field units to
attack villages and destroy crops and livestock,
particularly when the Apaches refused to engage the
troops in pitched battles. Kiser’s insights into the
pre–Civil War conflicts in southern New Mexico are
essential to a deeper understanding of the larger
U.S.-Apache war that culminated in the heroic
resistance of Cochise, Victorio, and Geronimo.

Dragoons in Apacheland
This 2000 study is of the history of the padrone, a
mafia-like immigrant boss who allegedly enslaved his
compatriots.
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Apache Dawn
This book offers a bold and original perspective on the
1914 Ludlow Massacre and the “Great Coalfield War.”
In a story of transformation, Andrews illuminates the
causes and consequences of the militancy that
erupted in colliers’ strikes over the course of nearly
half a century.

Massacre at Camp Grant
In the Great Apache Forest
Introduction -- Resistance: war gods -- Only after night
fall -- Keepers of the sky -- Magic relief -- Tribal
resolution -- All things will eat themselves up -- This
far away -- Regret: a scalp from Sand Creek -- I have
come to kill Indians -- The Bones Bill -- We are going
back home -- Indian trophies -- Ac.35b -- A wound of
the soul -- Reluctance: killer whale flotilla robe -Masterless things -- Chief Shakes -- Johnson v. Chilkat
Indian Village -- Cranes' last stand -- The weight was
heavy -- Our culture is not dying -- Respect: Calusa
skulls -- The hardest cases -- Long since completely
disappeared -- Unidentifiable -- Their place of
understanding -- Timeless limbo -- Before we just
gave up -- Conclusion
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